Mesh quality strongly affects the solution accuracy in electromagnetic finite-element analysis. Hence, the realization of adequate mesh generation becomes a very important task. Several adaptive meshing methods for automatic adjustments of the mesh density in accordance with the shape and complexity of the analyzed problem have been proposed. However, the most of them are not enough robust, some are quite laborious and could not be universally used for adaptive meshing of complex analysis models. In this paper, a new adaptive mesh refinement method based on magnetic field conservation at the border between finite elements is proposed. The proposed error estimation method provides easy mesh refinements, and generates smaller element within regions with large curvature of the magnetic flux lines. The proposed adaptive mesh refinement method based on non-conforming edge finite elements, which could avoid generation of flat or ill-shaped elements, was applied to a simple magnetostatic permanent magnet model. To confirm the validity and accuracy, the obtained results were compared with those obtained by means of the Zienkiewicz-Zhu (ZZ) error estimator. The results show that the computational error using the proposed method was reduced down to 1% compared with that of the ZZ method, which yields error of 8.6%, for the same model. Index Terms-Adaptive meshing, element surface integral term, error estimation, finite-element analysis (FEA).
I. INTRODUCTION
F INITE-ELEMENT method (FEM) is one of the most successful numerical simulation methods in electromagnetics. However, an eternal problem is how to generate adequate mesh to enhance simulation accuracy, and reduce computation time and used memory. Hence, to tackle this problem, some adaptive meshing techniques have already been investigated [1] , [2] .
Two major techniques are required for obtaining good adapting meshing method: 1) a good error estimation method and 2) an adequate mesh refinement technique, of which the first one has crucial importance. Although the ZienkiewiczZhu (ZZ) method [3] is widely used as an error estimator, recently some other error estimation methods based on the local (element) error estimators obtained from the local verification (residual) of the FEM analysis and the conservation of the magnetic field H at the interface between two elements are very promising [4] - [6] . These newly introduced error estimators have proved superior to the ZZ method, pointing out that the magnetic field conservation could be successfully used as an error estimator in the FEM analysis. However, no results have already been reported on a development of an adaptive finite-element analysis (FEA) using this superior error estimator based on the magnetic field conservation. Mesh refinement scheme is also important in an adaptive meshing. After estimation of the errors, elements estimated to have a large error need to be refined. As a mesh refinement technique for triangular or tetrahedral meshes, the Delaunay triangulation method is conventionally used. However, using the Delaunay triangulation method, many ill-shaped elements, such as flat, distorted, or inside-out elements, are generated. Therefore, we proposed a new mesh refinement method using the non-conforming finite-element technique [7] , [8] .
In this paper, the authors proposed a new adaptive meshing method based on the magnetic field conservation between two elements and the non-conforming edge finite-element technique. The proposed method results with a generation of a suitably coarse mesh with less number of finite elements and less computational cost. Fig. 1 shows the flow of common adaptive meshing FEA. A bad error estimator could lead to the generation of an unnecessary large number of elements with low accuracy result. Nevertheless, a good error estimator produces a fine mesh with adequately large and well distributed finite elements, resulting with high accurate computational results.
II. ADAPTIVE MESHING METHOD

A. Adaptive Meshing Method
The commonly used ZZ error estimator [3] where λ e , B e ,B e , and ν are the estimated error, the magnetic field obtained from an FEA, the magnetic field estimated from the neighboring elements, and the magnetic reluctivity, respectively. Although the ZZ method is a very good error estimator, often in the air region far from objects, this method results with gratuitously subdivided smaller elements [e.g., Fig. 7 (c)] that unwontedly increase the number of elements and the computational time, while in the same time, does not improve the computational accuracy.
As seen from Fig. 1 , the mesh improvement procedure is the second important task for obtaining highly accurate solutions. Commonly, the Delaunay triangulation method is used for mesh improvement. It is a well-known, stable, and powerful tool for making triangular or tetrahedral meshes. However, when it is used for mesh refinement in an adaptive FEA, many ill-quality elements are generated. As shown in Fig. 2 , even if the shapes of a parent element are well, after subdivision, newly generated offspring elements become ill-shaped, or if a flat parent element is subdivided, flatter offspring elements are generated. Subsequently, with each subsequent subdivision, the quality of elements downgrades, making the Delaunay triangulation method unsuitable for the mesh improvement in an adaptive FEA.
Therefore, in this paper, we implemented a new adaptive analysis method, which utilizes a new error estimator based on the magnetic field conservation on the interface between two elements [4] , and a new mesh refinement scheme based on the non-conforming edge-based FEA [7] , [8] .
B. Proposed Error Estimator Based on the Magnetic Field Conservation
The governing equation for magnetostatic problems is where A and J 0 are the magnetic vector potential and the source current, respectively. Applying the weighted residual method, from (2), the following equation could be obtained:
where w and v are the vector interpolation function and the integration volume, respectively. With integration by parts, the left term of (3) becomes
where S and n are the integration surface and the unit vector normal to the integration surface S, respectively. In the formulization of an edge-based FEM, the second term on the right-hand side of (4) is neglected, because the values of the tangential components of the magnetic field H should be regarded as identical on the interface between the adjacent two elements
However, during the computation, these values slightly differ between each other. Therefore, one could use these differences as an error estimator in the adaptive meshing method. Let us consider the elements i and j having the common interface S, as shown in Fig. 3 . This interface consists of the edges k, l, and m, and their vector interpolation functions w k , w l , and w m , respectively. Thus, the expression of the right term in (5) with respect to the edge k becomes
Similarly, two equations per edge could be written, while the following equations with respect to all three edges have to hold:
In the ordinary edge-based FEA, as a result of neglecting of the second right term in (4), the values for D k , D l , and D m should be zero. However, in our case during the computation, they are not zero, and thus, we utilize the calculated values for D k , D l , and D m as an error estimator E i j as following:
where ε is the prescribed threshold. If E i j exceeds the threshold ε, the elements i and j are adaptively subdivided into smaller elements. 
C. Proposed Meshing Refinement Method Utilizing Non-Conforming Finite-Element Technique
Let us suppose that an element has a large error, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , and it has to be subdivided into eight smaller finite elements. Obviously, the elements surrounding the element with large error remain unchanged, resulting in generation of non-conforming element surfaces between the elements. If the initial shape of the parent element before subdivision was wellshaped, then also the shapes of the newly generated eight finite elements could remain well-shaped.
Three kinds of non-conforming techniques have already been proposed: 1) the discontinuous Galerkin method [8] ; 2) the mortar FEM [9] ; and 3) the mesh interpolating method [10] , and in this paper, we use the third one.
In the non-conforming finite-element technique, the vector potential on master edges is obtained from slave edges, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The original FEA equation is
where K, a, and b are the stiffness matrix, the vector potential, and the source vector, respectively. The vector potential on slave edges a has the following relation with that on the master edgeã:
where C is the constitutional matrix derived from the relation between the master and slave edges [10] . The following system of equations needs to be solved:
where t stands for transpose and C t is introduced in order to generate a symmetrical stiffness matrix. In the proposed adaptive meshing method, a several iterative steps are taken for mesh refinement until an error E i j becomes below a defined tolerance value ε. Therefore, after the i th refinement iteration step, the following system is derived:
where C i is the constitution vector between the master and slave edges at the i th adaptive subdivision step. The system of linear equations (12) at the i th adaptive subdivision step needs to be solved, and the constitutional vectors C j ( j = 1, . . . , i − 1) of the previous steps could be reused to reduce a labor task. As for the stiffness matrix K i and the source vector b i , it is just necessary to add their elements with respect to the newly subdivided elements to K i−1 and b i−1 at the previous step.
The main features of proposed mesh refinement method are as follows.
• Easier subdivision into smaller elements. Just one tetrahedral element is simply subdivided into eight tetrahedral elements with high shape quality.
• The matrix elements of newly generated elements on every adaptive step are only added to the constitutional vector, the stiffness matrix, and the source vector, while the constitutional vectors on the previous steps are reused. After estimation of the computation error, it is not necessary to consider the surfaces of objects during the mesh refinement procedure.
III. APPLICATION
To confirm the validity of the proposed adaptive method, we performed edge-based FEA on a simple model of a single permanent magnet (1T), as shown in Fig. 5 , using a very rough tetrahedral initial mesh with 1325 elements. The mesh refinement behavior and accuracy transition of the proposed method were compared with those of the ZZ method. To keep approximately the same level of increasing rate of elements during mesh refinement for both, the proposed and ZZ methods, only 10% of elements were allowed for subdivision per iteration.
A. Mesh Refinement
In Figs. 6 and 7, the distribution of newly subdivided elements during iterative adaptive meshing process by the proposed and by the ZZ methods, respectively, is presented.
As shown in Fig. 6 , the proposed method results into a finer mesh as expected mainly in the area around the permanent magnet. At earlier steps [ Fig. 6(a) and (b) ], the elements all over analysis area are subdivided. At the following steps [ Fig. 6(c) and (d) ], only finite elements belonging to the permanent magnet region and the air region surrounding the permanent magnet are evaluated. At the final step, only the elements near the outside surfaces of permanent magnet and the air are subdivided. Throughout the refinement process with the proposed method, only elements belonging in the area with large magnetic field gradient are chosen for subdivision.
In comparison, in case of the ZZ method, the air region elements are subdivided in each step throughout the entire refinement process, as shown in Fig. 7 . At the first step, the elements all over the analysis region are subdivided. However, at the second step, some elements on the top and bottom surfaces and corners of analysis region are also evaluated as elements with large error, and consequently considered as a subject for subdivision. Even more, at the third, fourth, and Element subdivision map as the adaptive step proceeds in the ZZ method. The red-highlighted elements are subdivided elements at each refinement step. fifth steps, still elements far from the permanent magnet are also unnecessarily subdivided [see Fig. 7(e) ].
B. Simulation Accuracy
Next, the accuracy of the obtained results is compared between the proposed and ZZ error estimation methods. Fig. 8 shows the transition of magnetic field energy error as the adaptive steps proceed in both, the proposed and ZZ methods.
The computation error using rough initial mesh was 32.6%. Using the proposed method, the error at fifth step finally decreases to 1% with 146 050 elements. The computation error of the ZZ method decreases to 8.6% at the fourth step, and remained unchanged to the fifth step, which leads to the main conclusion that the proposed method provides high-quality mesh with less number of elements and better accuracy, than that of the traditional ZZ method.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have applied an error estimator based on the magnetic field conservation and a mesh improvement methodology using the non-conforming edge-based FEM to develop a new adaptive meshing method. The previously proposed error estimator based on the magnetic field conservation, in this paper, was extended and implemented to the adaptive meshing FEA. The proposed adaptive meshing generates better quality elements surrounding an object. As a result, the magnetic field error decreases from 32.6% to 1%, showing superiority to the traditional ZZ error estimation method.
In the future, authors intend to apply the proposed method to non-linear and magneto-dynamic problems utilizing hexahedral edge-based finite elements.
